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sUr,lHARY 
I~ tjis thesis scattering of relativistic 
electrons from heavy atoms are described. The main attention 
given to a new type of experiments in which electrostatical­
~y acce:erated e~ectrons three 
events on go~d targets. 
A ifica~ion for this type of so-called triple 
experimer:rt may be found in the Introduction (Chapter I) and in 
Chapter ~~. section 
TT a cursory descr ion of t::e of elec­
t:ron scat "':er lS t:-:e 'nain purpose the definition 
of the varicus parameters in electron scattering and the de­
lOD of ~he re_ation of our to other experi­
me~ts ~n this field, i. double scact experiments and 
~easurements of che differential cross-sectian. The last part 
of II contalDS a short review of the present situation 
of and • which revea:s the existence of so~e 
~nsolvE~ ~screpa~c~es. 
The question wheL~er not tr exper iments 
are feasible on the soLtion a-: c:-:e intensity 
Therefore, we have crit evaluated the variaus ~ethads for 
electrons in order to find t:-:e best way to 
f relativistic 




(Chapter I) and in 
the theory of elec­
~ing the definition 
;ring and the de­
; to other experi­
experiments and 
.on. The last part 
; preser:t situation 
existence of some 
experi::lents 
ir:tem3ity proble!!1. 
various methods for 
nd the best way to 
obtain an intensive highly pOlarized beam. This evaluation is 
reported in the first section of Chapter :11. As it turns out, 
large angle scattering of accelerated electrons is best suited 
to our purpose. The second section of Chapter III contains a 
detailed description of the apparatus used to produce a polar­
ized electron beam. An essential improvement of the overall 
performance of the original electron accelerator was achieved 
by installing a magnetic quadrupole doublet, which focuses the 
electrons on the first scatterer (3.2.1). This quadrupole doub­
let was designed in collaboration with R.S.de Vries, who also 
improved the performance of the electron gun, leading to an 
enhancement of the available beam current. 
the first scattering, over 105°, a transversely polar­
ized beam is produced,which - for 261 keV electrons has an 
intensity of 1.5 nA and a degree of polarization of 0.30. The 
polarization vector after this scattering has a vertical orien­
tation, which. for instrumental reasons, must be transformed 
to a horizontal one. To perform this transformation we devel­
oped a method - already envisaged by Dr. Van Klinken - to 
rotate the spin in a longitudinal magnetic field which simulta­
neously focuses the electrons on the second scatterer (3.2.2). 
An electrostatic spherical deflector may be used to con­
vert the transverse polarization - as obtained by scattering ­
to a longitudinal one (3.2.3). The electrostatic deflector was 
139 
des \,ith the of J.W.G.Aalders and D.H.Homan. The lat­
an electrostat ic doublet v;hich 
1:.ay be used to conpensate fo:: the rather infavourable focus 
characteristics o~ the deflector. 
A detailed account the tri?le s 
lS given ,~ IV. In the first section a ion o~ 
l~ott , of the conditions in the second 
scatter and of the electronics and automation is 
Hhile section 4.2 contains a description of the experinents, 
the data reduction and the results. These results are obtained 
asyrn;r,etry l~leaS·.lrenents at varlOUS azimuthal ori­
entations of the plane of the Mott with respect to 
the plane the second . Each asyr..metry neaSUl"ement 
at a certain azimuthal angle ~ consists of ten fi~teen 
of individual rur;s wit:, alternat counter positions. 
Fro!:', ten asynnetry measurements the magnitude and 
the direction of the transverse conponent of the polarization 
vector is deduced. scattering experiments are alternated 
v;ith neasurernents of the initial 
:he results of the at ar; electron energy of 
251 keY - obtai::.ed in collaboration Hith J.~I.G. Aalders - de­
viated sonev;hat fron then available theoretical iet ions, 
us to start another series of scatter 
D.H.Horna~. The lat­




,tions ::.r: second 









with ::,espect co 

s at a different energy (46 keY). Meanwhile, new 
theoretical result became available 
ies for the results of both 
results for the parameter 
" - defined _-' cerms of scattering ,,.f and g and 
F 
- are surr:r:;arized in t:-,e 'cable t Wlcn the rr:ost recent 
theoretical prediccions for or: 
cos 
angle:er: to fifteen 
Junter ions. 
4 0.85 e.03 0.91 O. ± 0.02 0.791 
the cu.de and 
7 O. + o. 0.777 .64 0.03 .565 
E the ion 
101 0 0.45 • [13 0.508 O . 7 0.02 0.12'" 
r.ents are alternated 
)n. 
lectron energy of 
N.G. Aalders - de­
)retical ions, 
f scatter 
The deviacions cannoe be as a resu.lt of the 
systemacic errors c.iscussed in section 4.3. 
l-lendels and r.ave questioned the very 
basis of Dirac ~u particular suggest tha-: it 
would be possi'::Jle cO conceive a in w;;'icn lelould 
141 
142 
not be conserved for the interaction of relativistic fermions 
with electromagnetic fields. This inspired the de-
cis ion perform a new - in collaboration with 
u.H.HoDan - to test presence of the s'..:.ggested non-cor.serva­
of by ::'nvest the ::'tudinal ization 
of electrons after interaction with as well as 
fields. The resu of these , given 
in er V, yie~d upper limit for the of longitudi­
na_ polarization which excludes the suggested parity violation 
as a cause of the ies. 
In P:r:'l:J.C the apparatus described In this thesis is 
s'..:.i ted for a scattering with a longit'c:.­
beam incident on the second scatterer. In 
the res'..:.lts described, wou:d be worth-while to per­
form such an 
communication; Z. • 212 ('968) 61. 
S.A.Wouth'..:.ysen, Proc. Kon. Acad. Wetensch. 
B7' (1968) 342. 
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